
BRECONSHIRE

Breconshire is a large but sparsely-populated county in Wales.  To the west and north it is

bordered by the Welsh counties of Carmarthen, Cardigan and Radnor, and to the east by the

English county of Herefordshire.  Its major commercial links lie to the south, in the counties of

Glamorgan and Monmouthshire. 

A lone inspector was appointed for the county in 1834/5, but he was soon replaced by the

superintendent constables of the hundreds [1].  A regular police force was established in 1858,

and was responsible for inspection until 1890. 

The Borough of Brecon did not obtain its own standards until 1852. It claimed separate

jurisdiction until 1889, although no tangible evidence of inspection of weights and measures has

yet been found.



A: Inspection by the County of BRECONSHIRE

Dates Events Marks Comments

1826

1834

1858

1875

1879

1889

1890

1974

One set of standards [37]

issued.

One inspector appointed for

the entire county.

In the 1840s the six

superintending constables for

the hundreds were appointed,

and they continued until the

police force was set up [1].

County police force formed.

Two police superintendents

acted as WM inspectors.

The Deputy CC was inspector

for both districts.

Nos..259-260 issued.

Brecon CC formed.

No. 260 withdrawn. Only one

qualified inspector.

The WM office was in Builth

Wells until 1909, when it

moved to Brecon.

There was only one inspector

until c1939, when an assistant

was appointed for a short

period.  In the late 1940s

another assistant was appointed.

Authority transferred to Powys

County Council.

 

 

  

  

The inspector appointed in

1834 was William Williams, a

watchmaker, of Brecon. He was

still listed as a watchmaker in

1852 [S1] .

Police officers as inspectors

1858-89 :               

Ystradgynlais (hundreds of

Merthyr, Defynnock, Penkelly)

Hay (hundreds of Bealt,

Talgarth, Crickhowell).

   David Evans [1858 S1]

   John Price (DCC )  for the     

   whole county  (-1871-80-)     

   [1871 K, 1880 S2 ]

Qualified inspectors:

John  Williams (q1890 - 1903)

James Campbell (q1892/3  in   

  Radnorshire,  moved to           

  Brecon 1903,  retired 1936)

   [MR 03:55]

G.E. Bastin  (1936-72-)

   [MR 36:121]              



¶  Two weights verified in the county of Brecon.  The one on the left has the GR marks of the

examiners appointed from 1795 onwards, as well as later marks for the East and West divisions

of the county. The one on the right has the mark VR/B, presumably signifying the county as a

whole, and the uniform verification number 260, allocated in 1879.   

¶   Advertisement  for a successor to

Inspector Campbell, who retired in

1936.   The successful candidate was

G.E. Bastin.



B: Localities with separate jurisdiction in the county of BRECONSHIRE

MarksLocality Status

Non-

uniform

Number

pre-1951

Dates

&

Notes

Brecon

AncBo       

MB:1835

cp

               ?

                   

                   

       434

s:1852

It is recorded [2] that in 1822 the weights used in Brecon were in a deplorable state, and this

included those belonging to the corporation. Brecon was given the status of a municipal

borough in 1835, but standards were not acquired until 1852 [1064A].

In 1866 the chief constable was the inspector, and this arrangement continued until 1889

when the borough was disqualified because its population was less than 10,000.  The chief

constables were: Henry Lee (1861-71, listed as IWM in 1871 [K]), Samuel. A. Webb (1872-

80, listed as IWM in 1875 [W] and 1878 [E]), J. Watkins (1880-87), P.S. Clay (1887-89).

The non-uniform mark has not been confirmed, and no weights stamped with the uniform

number 434 have been seen.

C: The trade in Breconshire

No specific references to the trade have been found. It must be assumed that the local

ironmongers in the larger towns supplied and repaired scales and weights. 
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B/Q/AC: There are extensive police records from the nineteenth century, but the online

catalogue reveals little of relevance to the inspection of weights and measures.  However, item

B/Q/AC 301 is a letter (1862) from De Grave concerning the price of scales, which confirms

that the police were responsible for these matters. 


